
to oscillate verb 
1: to change regularly in
strenght or direction
2: to vary between opposing
beliefs, feelings, or theories 

EXPERIMENTAL 
LIVE MUSIC 

FROM COLOGNE

https://www.instagram.com/theoszillators/
https://www.facebook.com/theoszillators
https://soundcloud.com/the-oszillators
https://www.youtube.com/@theoszillators


The Oszillators are an experimental live band from Cologne (D) with a passion
for Electronic Music and Jazz. They value experimentation with sound for its
liberating quality and stray far from aesthetic archetypes and blueprints. Diving
deep into the unknown, unheard and unplayed, their musical vocabulary
increases with every concert, surveying more and more of what's still to discover
in modern music.

Relying only on their finely attuned performative skills, they conduct their
“research” live and direct, letting the audience witness their explorative process.
Implementing patterns of repetition, then again improvising with open minds
(and hearts), they fluctuate between order and chaos, between the familiar and
the innovative.

Drummer and percussionist Vasco Furtado studied Jazz Drums and Improvisation
in Lisbon (P) / Essen (D) and has performed at numerous international festivals
and venues. His idiosyncratic patterns and tendency to play at the edge of his
seat has gained him attention far beyond Portugal.
Synthesizer enthusiast Afredo Ardia obtained a degree in Electronic Music in
Pesaro (I) and focused on Sound Art. The looks of his modular synth-setups alone
will be enough to make any stage seem like laboratory of sound. A master of his
craft, he's ever in control over his machinery, except for when the group's
inquiries call for something more erratic.
Timo Schieber studied Jazz Piano in Arnhem (NL) and developed an expressive,
some say an eccentric, articulation on his instrument. His style is informed by
Jazz Masters from past and present days, though he's transformed their take on
things, using only what he needs for the group's experimentation.

In 2021 The Oszillators staged a live streaming weekend, funded by a grant by
Musikfonds e.V. which supports experimental music projects. In 2023, they
received another grant from the same foundation and for spring 2023, there is a
tour planned throughout Germany.
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CONTACT & BOOKING: 
+49 160 8374895 / timo.schieber@gmx.de (Timo Schieber)
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